August 13, 2020

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:

On behalf of the Washington, D.C. Community Teaching Center, we take great
pleasure in extending this personal invitation to all Keepers of the Flame Lesson 8 and
above, to join us virtually for the “Friends of Freedom Arise! Blaze the Flame of Truth!”
2020 National Prayer Vigil for the Presidential Election. Join us for the implementation
of God-government and expansion of the freedom flame in America and throughout the
world.
We will begin on Friday, September 4, 7:00 P.M.– 9:00 P.M. (EDT) with
“Conversations with the Leadership of Summit Lighthouse.” President, Reverend Valerie
McBride and Spiritual Director, Reverend Peter Duffy will present their views on the
future of the Summit Lighthouse. Time will be reserved for questions and discussion.
Saturday, September 5, will be devoted to dynamic decrees, invocations and
songs. Also, on Saturday we will offer four break-out sessions – two during lunch and
two during dinner. You will have the option of attending one of two sessions during
lunch and dinner or, you may choose to listen to Kwan Yin Mantras which will be
playing during both meal breaks.
Sunday, September 6, we will continue with dynamic decrees, invocations and
songs. Reverend Peter Duffy will lead our Sunday Service.
In the past, we have emphasized the critical importance of upcoming national
presidential elections. Yet, now, it would not be an overstatement to say that the future of
our republic may indeed be threatened as never before. The racial, cultural and political
divisions that are being exploited by forces from within our great country as well as from
without, pose perhaps the most dangerous challenge this nation has ever faced since its
founding. It is absolutely essential that the spiritual work of this community of the Holy
Spirit be employed as never before. Together, with the loving assistance of the ascended
masters, we shall prevail.
“...When the soul of America gains self-mastery in the flame of Aquarius, it will
expand true freedom to every nation with a fervor that will not be quenched and the
golden age that is to be on Terra will be realized as the age of Aquarius” (Prophet, THE
GREATER WAY OF FREEDOM, 1976, back cover).
Lightbearers of the world unite! We welcome your virtual presence.
Always Victory!

